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Title: candle
Format: Video

Size: 32’’ TV screen

Duration: 1:00

Year:2020

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s42jt5D
Fy2U

Description of the work:

The video actually shows my thoughts and 
preoccupation while looking at the sky an 
seeing the birds in the sky after the horrific 
plane crash from Lahore to Karachi.  
(lightening the candles are symbolizing its 
morning)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s42jt5DFy2U


Title: bewafa (film 
name)
Format: video

Size: 32’’ TV screen

Duration: 5:00

Year:2020

Description of the work:

The movie I choose was an Irani film, which 
shows the struggle of a boy to get rid of his 
fiancée and to get in relationship with a 
beautiful girl that he met once which his 
mother was completely against. But in this 
movie the opposite is true, the girl is looking 
for this son, money and his possession, and 
the mother of this boy crazily interested with 
this girl while the boy is interested to his 
fiancée and refuses this girl.



Title: girl with pearl 
earring
Format: video

Size: projecton

Duration: 1:18

Year: 2020

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JhjiaGC
YHog

Discription of the work:

Recreation of the painting.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JhjiaGCYHog


Title: childhood 
memory
Format: video

Size: 32’’ TV screen

Duration: 3:56

Year:2020

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q1tAq3Qnv3Q&t=89s

Description of the work:

I have this memory of my first and old house where I born, 
our exterior walls were made out of old breaks, so the 
Brocken breaks created so many wholes in between from 
where one could easily see inside and my house were 
always been observed by my childhood friends. As a child it 
was very annoying and very annoying and embarrassing for 
me. 

I found these walls in my vicinity which reminded me of my 
old house, so through this video I was trying to bring 
particular history of  loos and exile and reimaging my 
fractured world.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q1tAq3Qnv3Q&t=89s


Title:  helpmate
Format: video

Size: 32’’TV screen

Duration: 1:44

Year:2020

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9tzW36
kYrVk&t=5s

Description of the work: 

Helpmate, for this project I have selected my 
friend an art book as an art student in art 
school. (showing composition, different 
angle of book with camera)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9tzW36kYrVk&t=5s


Title: frame per 
second
Format: video

Size: 32’’TV screen

Duration: 0:32

Year: 2020

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sTwGg
m3oVwM

Description of the work:

Representing 24 frame in a second, the 
audience was part of the work, each 
individual was considered as a frame. By 
turning the light on for a second and tracing 
their fingerprints simultaneously, each 
person’s identity was revealed on each 
pieces.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sTwGgm3oVwM


Title: Home Bound
Format: video

Sie: 32’’ TV screen

Duration: 2:18

Year:2020

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XXR3q
MaHgPw&t=10s

Description of the work:

This video contains all the repetitive activities 
that I watch everyday during lock down.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XXR3qMaHgPw&t=10s

